
National Lifesaving Committee Minutes 
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Venue: 
 
Wellington Airport Conference Centre 

In attendance: 
Paul Carlyon                NLC Chair        
Stu Lowth                     NLC Member (ER Representative) 
Ben Flynn                     NLC Member (Appointed) 
David Pontin                 NLC Member (Appointed) 
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Belinda Slement           SLSNZ Membership Development Manager 
Jonathon Webber         National Resuscitation Council Rep 
Adan Frazer                 SLSNZ Central Region Rep 
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Lindsay Hill                   NLC Member (NR Representative) 
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Minutes of last meeting 
Insert details here. 

Matters arising from previous minutes 
Insert details here. 

 
Agenda items 

1. 400m Swim times – Presentation of next steps 
Background 
 
Currently the SLSNZ Surf Lifeguard Award has a measured swim time component of 9 minutes, to 
complete 400m in a swimming pool. The International Life Saving Federation (ILS) currently does 
not recognise this award as meeting the criteria of an international surf lifeguard. This is due to the 
ILS minimum standard of a Surf or Beach Lifeguard specifying a 400m pool swim in 8 minutes. 
This minimum has been set to demonstrate a level of fitness that will keep lifeguards safe for 
training, and a benchmark for operational requirements 
 
It was recognised that is the swim time is one of the most contentious issues within the Surf 
Lifeguard Award at present, and that comprehensive evidence needs to be collected and analysed, 
prior to any decisions being made.  
Data has been collected from Surf Lifeguard Award exams since 11 October 2012 building a 
database of 563 entries (note: the actual number of people that have sat their SLGA is far greater 
however not all paperwork has been received by SLSNZ). From the data that has been collected 
the current situation is: 
 

Area Mean  Median  Time  # % 
 National 7.19 7.25  Under 6.00 81 15% 
Northern 7.17 7.20  Under 7.00 207 37% 
Eastern 7.28 7.29  Under 8.00 399 71% 
Central 7.09 7.15  Over 8.00 159 28% 
Southern 7.27 7.40  Over 8.30 80 14% 
    Over 9.00 17 3% 
    DNF 9 2% 

 
While this indicates that 28% of candidates would not pass their award if the time was changed to 
8.00 further analysis shows that 14% of those sampled completed their 400m between 8.01 – 8.30. 
The NLC felt that while 14% is significant, it is trainable and the actual number would be less as 
the candidates would work harder to achieve the 8.00 standard.  
 
Discussion 
 

Southern Region: Mike has circulated the discussion paper to the clubs and feedback was 
positive. There was some concern that historically some members who were poor 
swimmers would not have passed their exam.  
Central Region: Dave reported back that clubs welcomed the proposal. He commented that 
clubs will have to take swim training for all their guards seriously as you could no longer 
pass with any real swimming ability.  

 



Eastern Region: Stu reported the eastern area committees strongly agreed with the 
proposal for the same reasons mentioned by Central region. He was aware of some 
opposition from only one club who upon reflection has a n average swim time on PAM of 
7.30. 
Northern Region: Allan reported having attended the Local Life Saving Advisory Committee 
meeting when this issue was discussed. There was unanimous support from the committee 
yet their Board of Directors had rejected the proposal.  

 
 

Resolution 
Details 

• Continue collection of data with a focus on areas where data is absent. 
• Formal consultation with each club and LLC by way of a memo.  
• Agenda item at Chief Examiners meeting (November , 2014) 
• Survey monkey available for each member to have their say. February  to July 2015 
• Recommendation to the Board June 2015 
• Implementation – September / October 2015 
Names Dave Pontin  
Carried 

 
 

2. Educational Review Update on strategy 
Background 
 
At present, there is no guiding principle that underpins how SLSNZ designs and delivers internal 
courses to members. This makes it very difficult to review the effectiveness of the delivery of any 
course because there no standard or guidelines to evaluate the course against. Furthermore 
during course development there is potential for the method of delivery to reflect the developer’s 
personal beliefs, towards delivery of information, rather than best practice.  
 
Introduction 
 
The National Lifesaving Committee is seeking to put in place an education philosophy to guide the 
development and delivery of Surf Lifesaving courses to members.  

 
Discussion  
Dave reported that the Ed Philosophy had been reworded to provide more clarity to the greater 
membership who will need to embrace it in the process to bring about a change.  
The feedback from the committee was positive following the clarifications as it made good sence. 
 

Resolution 
Details Dave will send out to all the LLCs’ and NLC members the updated Philosophy document 
for discussion and feedback  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

3. Member Development Pathway 
 
 
Background 
 
Discussion and projects have been started in previous year around an unclear member 
development pathway, no promotion of a pathway or clear diagram’s which impacts on new and 
current members wishing to up skill.   Work has been previously done by BOP Leaders for Life 
group and the project is set to be completed in 2015. 
 
Discussion  
 
Belinda presented a report to update the progress of the member development pathway. She 
indicated the level of complexity needed to ensure as much information was incorporated in the 
document as possible without it becoming too full content and confusing .She had been working 
with Mike Lord Sport Manager to incorporate all the coaching and sport officials pathways and 
noted that with the new Event Life Guard Curriculum on the horizon this too will need to be added. 
Unfortunately this has delayed the release time line. There still is the goal to have a visual pathway 
diagram that would be viewed and possibly interactive on the SLSNZ website, but also in a poster 
format to be distributed to clubs before the start of the next season. 
 
 

Resolution 

NLC agreed that having a clear pathway diagram is needed BS 
Belinda to engage with design and website team to create a clear member pathway picture and 
circulate to NLC for comment 
Implementation of pathway picture via website and to clubs once completed BS 
 
Names Paul  
Carried 
 

4. Agenda item Bridging the gap between LLC and NLC 
Background 
Each local area throughout the country has a local area committee that meets regularly. In some 
instances representatives from these committees form a regional committee to discuss lifeguarding 
matters. There is a concern that not all the local area committees are being as well represented as 
those who have representation on the National committee 

 
Discussion  
 
The regional representative is appointed to the NLC to represent the thoughts and viewpoints from 
the local committees within their region. From the round table discussion we herd there was great 
variance with regards to the level of engagement within the LLC’c and open communication 
between the National Committee.  While it was recognised that this representative is not able to 
attend all meetings in all areas they should be in touch with the respective Chairs of the 
committees and RPSM’s to ensure that they are aware of what is happening in the local space. 
 

 



Southern Region: Mike reported the Canterbury LLC meet regularly and his attendance 
was not a challenge, however the Tasman LLC requires some time as it is a considerable 
distance away , the same could be said for Otargo ,  
Eastern Region: All three Eastern Region LLC’s meet regularly and he will endeavour to get 
to Gisborne and the Coromandel LLC .As Stu chairs the BOP LLC they are well serviced. 
Central Region: Capital Coast Good representation, Taranaki not so although with Adam 
recently appointed to the national advisory this will help close any gaps. Hawkes Bay is not 
so active and has limited contact to the regional chair , however phone meetings are 
usually carried out when needed. 

 
 
 

Resolution 
The need to provide budget for the Regional Chairs to travel to Local committee meetings. Am 
The ability for the Sub Committee’s in each region to have scheduled phone conferences chaired 
by the Regional Rep or video linking. Am 
 
 
 

5. Event Management Life Guard Curriculum discussion 
Document   

Background 
With the increasing emphasis of  accountability within all of the event management industry  about 
to ramp up due to the up and coming change in the Health and Safety, Surf Life Saving New 
Zealand needs to develop a robust system to assist the clubs in the safe delivery of events into the 
future. To do this a strategic approach needs to be adopted to sustainably change how we 
currently do things so as an organisation we are already up to speed when the new laws come into 
effect. 
 
Discussion  
To formalise the event management support Surf Life Saving New Zealand offers to clubs and 
external organisations in the development OF CERTIFIED Safety Management plans. SLSANZ 
needs to develop and run “Event life Guard Coordinators Program”. 
Currently we have no formal training for event management in Surf Life Saving New Zealand.  
Even though we are overseeing the safety of a multitude of Aquatic events both Internal and 
External with no checks and balances to ensure things won’t go wrong. 
There is no recognition of the Health and Safety Laws current or future within our organisation. 
 
With the sheer volume of competitors that clubs and the national body oversee on an annual bases 
the odds are stacked against us and eventually someone will become seriously ill (not from our 
miss management) and with the current unstructured approach most event safety managers’ have 
we as an organisation will not be able to stand up under the scrutiny that will come from a 
coroner’s inquest. Surf Life Saving worldwide has proven that our current practices are not at a 
level we would like internally. By developing a curriculum that meets the developing needs of our 
guards and clubs that operate in this sector is essential. 
 
 

 



Resolution 
 Event Management Support to clubs is available now and will be better promoted  AM 
Develop “Event life Guard Coordinators” Program once feedback from LLC and NLC. Course to 
attract budget AM /ML 
Work with current clubs and Industry experts currently caring out the contracts to gain the 
necessary insights needed for the accurate development of the Key Competencies needed to 
develop the appropriate courses.  AM 
 Run “ Event life Guard Coordinators” Program by December 2014 AM/BS 
 
 

6. Competition Safety Manual  
Background 
 
The competition safety manual was an outcome of the competition safety review that was 
conducted 2+ seasons ago. It was released to the membership in December 2013 and is a “living 
document”  
 
The manual is designed to provide framework and safety management templates that may assist 
competition and event safety personnel, particularly Clubs, to plan and deliver a safe and effective 
competition  

 
Discussion  
 
The Lifesaving Services an Education Manager reported back to the committee having attended 
the CSM review, there was a recommendation from the reviewing panel that the recommendation  
to allow a competition in adverse conditions to continue be made by a collection of senior life 
guards prior to  the Event Referee and Head Judge. This would remove all undue pressure from 
the possible vested interest of the competition focused officials and place the focus to proceed 
purely on a safety orientated one. The Lifesaving Services an Education Manager also reported on 
the discussion around developing a team of specifically trained Event Life Guards to provide a 
much better calibre of guards for the competitions. This generated similar discussions around the 
NLC table and focused also on the appropriate rewards and recognition needed to motivate a Life 
guard to undertake this work. It was unanimously agreed a regular team of guards employed 
during the regional to national events would ensure greater experience, continuity and a consistent 
service , which is what the competitors seem to be requesting from the Blue Sky Survey. 
 
 
 

Resolution 
Allan to follow up with Mike Lord to see if there is a review of the document is passed to the NLC 
A working group established from the NLC to review the document and send feedback, once 
received. 
 
 
 
 

 



7. Chief Examiners Conference (AM) 16th Nov  
 
Background 
 
The need for a Chief Examiner’s meeting to be arranged as there has not been one for at least 
three years. Upon investigation as much as Allan could the last meeting was prior to the advent of 
the chief IRB examiners position. The meeting will include all Chief Examiners IRB and LGA on the 
above date. 

 
Discussion  
Life Saving and Education Manager explained the current budget situation and that he had spoken 
to most LLC’s and current Chief Examiners IRB and Lifeguard, requesting they decide who to send 
to this year’s chiefs’ meeting.  
Paul commented on the irony of not appropriately funding such an important standards setting 
group in our organisation in the current times. The general discussion recommended the Life 
Saving and Education Manager look to increase the budget in the 2015/16 season to include all 
the Chief Examiners for the next conference. There was a quick calculation and it was accepted 
that with the coinciding of the NLC and Chief Examiners Meeting a good number of the Chief 
Examiners on both sides of the fence would be present 
 
 
 

Resolution 
 
 

8.  NLC Work Plan  
Background 
 
Items on the work plan are awaiting action. The NLC members are asked to update the meeting on 
any progress on topics 
 

Topic Action By who Progress/due 
date 

400m Swim Time 

• Continue collection of data with a focus on areas 
where data is absent. 

• Formal consultation with each club and LLC by 
way of a memo.  

• Agenda item at Chief Examiners meeting (July, 
2014) 

• Survey monkey available for each member to 
have their say. 

• Recommendation to the Board 
• Implementation – September / October  

LSEM 
 

September 
 

NLC Terms Of 
Reference 

• LSEM to look at existing tenures and make 
adjustments to reflect terms commencing 1 May.  LSEM LSEM to table 

at next meeting 

Education Review  

• David to Circulate the paper to the NLC for 
comment  

• Feedback and thoughts are gathered and tabled 
at the next NLC meeting 

DP / AM Ongoing 

 



• Consultation with LLC’s and Chief Examiners.  
• Implementation plan to roll out into current 

training courses via a staged process by Member 
Development Manager. 

First Aid 

• Belinda to look into a specific example provided 
by Allan regarding a member who completed a 
course without credits being loaded and has run 
in to complications. Also to investigate how many 
other guards could potentially be affected by the 
same scenario and likely impacts to members. 

BS  
 

 
ASAP 

 
 

Membership 
Development pathway  

• Belinda to engage with design and website team 
to create a clear member pathway picture and 
circulate to NLC for comment 

• Implementation of pathway picture via website 
and to clubs 

BS  Ongoing  

 
Member Education  
Pre–requisites 
 

• NLC recommendation is to remove the Instructors 
Course and Award as a pre-requisite to attending 
the National Lifeguard School and gain the 
Advanced Lifeguard Award.  

• Belinda to communicate this change via SLSNZ 
member news 

BS Next Member 
News 

Recognition of Prior 
Learning  

• Belinda to circulate final draft RPL document to 
NLC for feedback 

• Implement and load new RPL process into 
Member Education section on SLSNZ website 

BS Ongoing 

Local Committees  
• Regional reps to be proactive in feeding 

information from NLC meetings back to local 
committees and consult with them where required 

Regional 
reps Ongoing 

Competition Safety 
Manual 

• Brent to check with Mike Lord to see if there is a 
review of the document planned after the season  

• A working group established from the NLC to review 
the document and send feedback 

LSEM  

Drowning and Injury 
Prevention Strategy 

• Nick to distribute to Drowning and Injury Prevention 
Strategy NM  

NLC Work Plan  
• Reminder that this is now on Dropbox for NLC 

members to update against their areas of 
responsibility. 

ALL  

 
 

Resolution 
Reminder that this is now on Dropbox for NLC members to update against their areas of 
responsibility.  
Due to the focus of this meeting on Policy review the committee agreed to carry the work 
plan over to the next meeting. 
Carried 
 
 
 
 

 



9. NLC Policy Review 
Background 
The full review of the Policy documents had been set for the November NLC meeting. During this 
time all committee members indicated any changers to the policy they are reviewing and sent it out 
to the rest of the committee to initiate any discussion in the view to speed up the process of sign 
off. 
 

 
Discussion  
 
This process worked extremely well with all policy’s being ratified except those which will need to 
be revised once the pending Health and safety manual has been adopted , due to happen in 2015-
16 season, the PAM data base upgrade due in June 2015 , and the adoption of the new Korean 
IRB hull due this season.  
 

Resolution 
Allan to follow up the following people to make recommendations towards updating the policy 
documents below  
CONTENT CODE: SLS001 SUBJECT: Serious Harm Incurred by Members (Mike Smith) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS002 SUBJECT: Approved IRB Specifications ( Dave Hicky) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS012 SUBJECT: VLPS – Incident Reports ( Matt Warren) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS013 SUBJECT: VLPS – Buoyancy Support in IRB’s ( Dave Pontin) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS014 SUBJECT: VLPS – Number of Lifeguards ( All NLC) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS015 SUBJECT: VLPS Patrol Captains Report (Matt Warren) 
CONTENT CODE: SLS020 SUBJECT: Critical Incident Management Procedures (Paul Carlyon )               
CONTENT CODE: SLS021 SUBJECT: Disaster Survival and Preparedness Dropped all together. 
 
 
 
 

General Business 
Issue 
Action 
 

Issue 
Action 
 

Issue 
Action 
 

 



Issue 
Action 
 

Meeting Close 4.00pm 
 
 

Next Meeting 
Phone Conference April 2015 
 

 
Meeting endorsed as a true and accurate record: 
 
 
 
 
    / /  
Chair   Date 
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